The
Whistleblower
Who
Exposed
Google’s
Deep
Conspiracy To Overthrow The
U.S. Government
Zachary Vorhies discovered the pure evil intent of Google when he
realized that it intended to overthrow the U.S. government. He put his
career on the line to expose hundreds of internal Google documents. ⁃
TN Editor
A Google insider who anonymously leaked internal documents to Project
Veritas made the decision to go public in an on-the-record video
interview. The insider, Zachary Vorhies, decided to go public after
receiving a letter from Google, and after he says Google allegedly called
the police to perform a “wellness check” on him.
Along with the interview, Vorhies asked Project Veritas to publish more

of the internal Google documents he had previously leaked. Said
Vorhies:
“I gave the documents to Project Veritas, I had been collecting the
documents for over a year. And the reason why I collected these
documents was because I saw something dark and nefarious going
on with the company and I realized that there were going to not
only tamper with the elections, but use that tampering with the
elections to essentially overthrow the United States.”
In June of 2019, Project Veritas published internal Google documents
revealing “algorithmic unfairness.” Vorhies told Project Veritas these
were documents that were widely available to full-time Google
employees:
“These documents were available to every single employee within
the company that was full-time. And so as a fulltime employee at the
company, I just searched for some keywords and these documents
started to pop up. And so once I started finding one document and
started finding keywords for other documents and I would enter
that in and continue this cycle until I had a treasure trove and
archive of documents that clearly spelled out the system, what
they’re attempting to do in very clear language.”
Shortly after the report including the “algorithmic unfairness”
documents was published, Vorhies received a letter from
Google containing several “demands.” Vorhies told Project Veritas that
he complied with Google’s demands, which included a request for any
internal Google documents he may have personally retained. Vorhies
also said he sent those documents to the Department of Justice Antitrust
Division.
After having been identified by an anonymous account (which Vorhies
believes belongs to a Google employee,) on social media as a “leaker,”
Vorhies was approached by law enforcement at his residence in
California. According to Vorhies, San Francisco police received a call
from Google which prompted a “wellness check.”

Vorhies described the incident to Project Veritas:
“they got inside the gate, the police, and they started banging on
my door… And so the police decided that they were going to call in
additional forces. They called in the FBI, they called in the SWAT
team. And they called in a bomb squad.”
“[T]his is a large way in which [Google tries to] intimidate their
employees that go rogue on the company…”
Partial video of the incident was provided to Project Veritas. San
Francisco police confirmed to Project Veritas that they did receive a
“mental health call,” and responded to Vorhies’ address that day.
“Google Snowden moment”
Project Veritas has released hundreds of internal Google
documents leaked by Vorhies. Among those documents is a file called
“news black list site for google now.” The document, according to
Vorhies, is a “black list,” which restricts certain websites from appearing
on news feeds for an Android Google product. The list includes
conservative and progressive websites, such as newsbusters.org and
mediamatters.org. The document says that some sites are listed with or
because of a “high user block rate.”
Read full story here…

